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The author of
this report is
Bob Emmerson, a
freelance writer &
industry observer

A recent acquisition
positions the company as
the only module provider to
offer a value added services
(VAS) bundle. It includes
connectivity dedicated to
simplifying the deployment
of M2M applications and
enhancing their performance.

Telit’s portfolio of
cellular and short-range RF*
M2M modules was recently enhanced
by the acquisition of Navman, a leader in
GPS technology. The combined product total now
numbers more than 60 modules, making it the most
comprehensive range on the market. The company is
therefore able to help create even more future-proof
solutions for today’s global market.
This report includes interviews with Dan Amir, who heads up Telit’s connectivity services,
and George Arnott, who is Senior Vice President, Telit Location Solutions. They discuss
the rationale behind these acquisitions and outline their synergistic impact.

Building a brand identity in a fragmented marketplace.

Unlike most other high-tech industries M2M isn’t dominated
by any 800-lb gorillas: there’s no Microsoft or Cisco. That’s
healthy, but it can cause confusion for companies who are shopping around
for a solution. The baseline functionality is deceptively simple. Monitor and
measure a physical parameter, transmit the data to a central facility, and turn
it into real-time, actionable information.
But which member of the value chain takes the lead in creating and implementing the application?
Is it a Tier 1 Mobile Network Operator?
No. They have a strong brand identity and might front an ecosystem, but if one is brutally honest that is all
most of them can do right now. There are a few notable exceptions, including Telefónica and Telenor, but the
rest mostly function as a ‘bit pipe’. Moreover, most MNOs are new entrants and they lack experience in an
industry where many M2M applications must run round-the clock for a decade or more.

The Critical Component
The critical 24/7 component in any solution is the first link in the value chain:
the module – the chipset – that does data acquisition and enables data
transmission. It performs these tasks inside a terminal that has input /
output interfaces and some related circuitry, but the module is the heart of
the solution. It has to keep on beating, often for a decade or more.
Modules can and do employ local intelligence, but processing the data and converting it into information is
normally done by a central facility: a computer system that functions as a service delivery platform. Specialists
might object to this somewhat simplified explanation, but I go along with Einstein’s comment about “keeping
things simple but not too simple”. The point is that it’s all too easy to focus on the impressive functionality of
these platforms and the information they generate and overlook the equally important data input side of the
equation.
Conclusion? Module vendors need to raise their profile and establish a brand identity. Create the M2M
equivalent of the “Intel Inside” programme, which was launched in 1991. That was the first time a PC
component manufacturer communicated directly to computer buyers, and it went on to become a huge
co-operative marketing programme.
The fact that Telit’s logo comes on the cover of this report indicates that this module vendor is doing
something similar in the M2M space. Moreover, the company is building the brand on a rock-solid foundation:
(a) an expansion of what was already the most comprehensive product range on the market; and (b), the
launch of a managed, carrier-grade network management system together with a bundle of premium, valueadded, connectivity services. In addition, tight integration of the system with ‘Telit Inside’ modules delivers
unique, game-changing functionality. Right now there’s nothing like it on the market and it looks as if it will
be some time before other vendors catch up.

A Unique Network Management System

‘‘

Dan Amir,
Manager
Connectivity BU

Dan Amir, who heads up Telit’s connectivity services, foresaw
the financial and functionality benefits that would accrue by
fusing the first two links in the M2M value chain: the
module and the connectivity service. It would need the
development of a brand new managed services platform
that complements a best-in-class service delivery platform as
well as partnership with a far-sighted Tier 1 MNO. The result
would be a unique portfolio of managed, value-added
services. That vision has now been realised.

M2M Now: Dan, why did you decide to sell your company to Telit?
I was CEO and Founder of Global Connect. We were a relatively small company that provided global
connectivity services for M2M service and solution providers, but originally we were an R&D company and for
a long time I had been thinking about adding value-added service connectivity to wireless modules. The
benefits would be significant, they would be realised through a cloud-based IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)
platform, but development and implementation would require very close cooperation with a module vendor.
I shared my thoughts with Telit, there was a meeting of minds and together we had the requisite technologies.
The optimum way of co-operating was to be acquired, join the company, and head up the Connectivity
Business Unit. Another factor was Telit’s market share, which is around 25% worldwide and over 40% in
Europe. That meant that we could achieve the economies of scale needed to realise the benefits, and thereby
generate significant, on-going revenues. They would continue throughout the lifecycle of the solution.

M2M Now: Can you outline the functionality of that system?
I can but it’s easier to start at the bottom of the stack and outline the various steps that were needed in order
to realise this innovative solution. Regular M2M terminals provide a plain-vanilla connectivity service. Regular
networking ‘smarts’ are located in a central facility, but why not enable seamless connectivity with a wireless
network management system in order to release some of the smarts that are in those devices? That was the
first step.

“Ownership of the
communications module
enables access to critical
information which can be

Telit controls the software inside the module and this meant that together we could
develop the technology that would deliver brand-new, much needed functionality. For
example, the tight link between the management system and the modules allows us to
measure signal strength. MNOs and MVNOs can’t do that because they don’t have
access to that kind of information. We do: we can release it.

passed to the central facility
and forwarded to the
customers. This enables
better, faster troubleshooting. Ownership also
allows us to prevent ‘billshocks’ by limiting usage at
the device level in real-time,

It’s a significant, unique feature. Low signal strength could be interpreted as a failure
and that might result in a technician being dispatched when the real problem was poor
cellular coverage. Now the help desk can check it out and save time and money for our
customers. Another unique feature is the ability to detect fraudulent use of data SIMs in
near real-time and block usage. When the devices are roaming there is a delay in
getting information on usage. MNOs can only get checks every 20 to 30 minutes from
their roaming partners and in that time megabytes of unmonitored data can be sent
and downloaded, and that equates to a mega-sized bill at the end of the month. Again,
we have access:

e.g. one SMS a minute or no
more than 5Mb a month.”

In addition we can handle complex logistical and operational issues like SIM card
testing, provisioning, and activation on behalf of Telit’s customers, who represent 40%

of the market in Europe. And because the system knows in detail what is going on at the module level it is
much easier, quicker and cheaper to address technical support issues, which is an area that vendors don’t like
to talk about. In addition there’s a web portal that allows our customers to manage issues related to billing,
SIM card provisioning, consumption, etc.

M2M Now: Do you work with MVNOs or MNOs?
We work with Telefónica, or rather we partner with this global, Tier 1 operator. That was a giant-sized step.
We needed global coverage; we needed an operator who understood the market and could look beyond the
low M2M ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) model; and we needed an operator that employed a state-of-theart service delivery platform in order to leverage the benefits of the new network management system.
Telefónica uses Jasper Wireless’ platform, which is second to none. And unlike many other MNOs they didn’t
test the M2M water: they went in big time.

M2M Now: You’ve created a game-changing value chain. Now would be a good time
to summarise the business benefits, for Telit, Telefónica, and the market.
Partnering with Telefónica allows us to offer the kind of premium managed global connectivity previously
reserved for larger firms. The combination of the two platforms is synergistic: it delivers a unique VAS portfolio
that customers of all shapes and sizes can employ.
This unique offer signals a paradigm shift in the industry because finally any M2M service or solution provider
of any size can focus solely on developing its application and the terminals. We can handle everything else.
This will encourage even wider deployment of Telit modules.
We spend huge efforts on the engineering design process. Now, for a very similar
effort, we get a new and significant, on-going revenue stream, thereby
strengthening our position in the value chain. And players that employ Telit’s
modules will now be able to benefit from the industry’s most advanced set of
managed services.

A one-stop shop

George Arnott,
Senior Vice
President,
Telit Location
Solutions

Telit already had the most comprehensive portfolio of
wireless modules on the market: GSM/GPRS, EDGE,
UMTS/HSPA+, CDMA, GPS and short-range RF. Now,
following the acquisition, the company has added a
leading-edge range of GPS and GPS/GLONASS modules as
well as considerable know-how and experience.

Satellite navigation technology has therefore become another core technology of Telit Wireless Solutions.
Specialist staff are involved in the design, development and manufacture of modules that can be found in
satellite GPS receivers, chart plotters, fuel flow measurement devices, boat speed gauges, depth and wind
instruments, autopilots and fish finders.

M2M Now: George, can you outline the expertise and experience that has
been folded into the Telit organization?
It goes right back to Rockwell International, who created GPS for the US military. The expertise is
reflected in the GPS and GLONASS modules that are designed for location, navigation and
messaging solutions. Furthermore, Telit will continue to design and manufacture these products and
that’s important because it means that the company will be able to constantly and quickly evolve its
offerings to best meet the needs of our clients. There is no dependency on third parties.
Experience is reflected in the many market sectors that were serviced in the past and that will be continued
and expanded in future. They include most everything that is associated with cellular M2M: healthcare,
metering, security, environmental monitoring and so on. However, we are witnessing an increased demand for
solutions that combine cellular and satellite technologies: for example, in the automotive and fleet tracking
market. And in healthcare, tracking Alzheimer sufferers is an application that is enhanced by the addition of
the precise location information that a GPS module provides. And, of course, GPS is used in applications where
there is no cellular coverage, for example, tracking containers at sea.

M2M Now: Cellular and satellite technologies are complementary, but is there more?
Are there synergistic relationships?
The blend of the two companies is perfect and it is synergistic. Most customers use some kind of terminal, in
which the module is embedded in order to transmit the data back to a central location. When the application
needs a combination of GPS and cellular connectivity, the same device can carry both types of traffic. It represents
a more elegant solution and it enables a significant cost saving since on-board functionality isn’t duplicated.
In this scenario a low cost, but not low performance GPS would be employed and the microcomputer’s
resources are shared. Telit has been providing this type of hybrid solution for some time. As a result of the
merger the company can offer enhanced performance by employing a GPS chip as well as autonomous,
leading edge GPS solutions that don’t require resources to be shared. For example, a typical asset tracking
application would incorporate an accelerometer; a motion sensor that puts the receiver to sleep when the
asset is not moving in order to conserve the battery and wakes it up when movement starts so that tracking
can recommence.

M2M Now: Can you provide an example of an autonomous leading edge solution?
For fleet tracking there are products that have additional capability such as CAN Bus, which is used in the
OBD-II vehicle diagnostics standard. This can be used to upload some of the customer’s code onto our host
processor. There’s also an upcoming module, the Jupiter SL869 that combines GPS and GLONASS — the
Russian global satellite navigation system that provides real-time position and velocity determination for
military and civilian users. We tested the system last year and were pleasantly pleased by the performance,
especially in urban environments.
The SL869 can, therefore, employ the optimum performance mix of both constellations. This includes faster
start-up times to first fix, and a more accurate position because it ‘sees’ more satellites. We’re very excited
about this module because it reduces the delay in acquiring its position after powering on from several
minutes to seconds. It also reduces the incidence of lost satellite coverage, which can be problematic in urban
areas with tall buildings. The additional satellite fixes reduce the number of blind spots. Finally, the module
enables more accurate positioning, better ‘pinning’ a person, car or an asset’s true location on a digital map.

M2M Now: Do you plan to develop modules that integrate both GPS and cellular
technologies?
It’s early days, but it’s clearly a logical development since we have the requisite technologies in house. If you
look at the block diagram of a typical tracking solution then it’s clear that we can start by creating deeper
integration between the module and the terminal. By this I mean remove components from the terminal and
enable the same functionality in the module.

M2M Now: How would you summarise your expanded offer and how do you see the
industry developing?
In a nutshell, Telit has become a one-stop shop. Whatever communications technology the customer wants we
can deliver: RF, GSM, CDMA and GPS. And we can mix and match. That’s a great position to be in. The merged
operation can address an even bigger marketplace and at the same time realise significant economies of scale.
The second part of the question is tough. The one thing you shouldn’t predict is the future, but it’s safe to say
that we’re operating in an innovative industry that is expanding fast in numerous directions. However, it’s safe
to say that this is an industry that is set to make a positive impact on our lives, both
personal and business. Moreover, M2M has the proven ability to address big issues such
as healthcare, transportation, energy conservation and the environment. It has been
proven, albeit on a modest scale, because huge investments are needed in order to
deploy nationwide solutions and right now governments’ focus is on balancing the
books. But — and it’s a very big but — the potential savings are huge, which means that
the equally huge benefits to society can be regarded as a bonus.

The Telit Organisation
Telit Wireless Solutions is exclusively dedicated to M2M with more than 12
years of experience in the market; the company constantly enhances its
technology leadership with six R&D centres across the globe. Telit offers an
extensive portfolio of the high quality cellular, short-range RF, and GNSS
modules, available in over 80 countries. By supplying scalable products that
are interchangeable across families, technologies and generations, Telit is able
to keep development costs low and protect customers' design investments.
Telit markets its products through more than 6,000 communications solution providers and systems integrators
in over 80 countries around the world. Our customers are served both directly or through a global network of
more than 50 distributors. The company’s headquarters are in Rome, Italy, with regional headquarters in
Raleigh, North Carolina and Seoul, Korea. The R&D centres are in Trieste and Cagliari, Italy, Seoul, Sofia
Antipolis, France, Tel-Aviv and Jordan Valley, Israel and Foothill Range, California. In addition, there are regional
sales offices in Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Israel, Italy, Korea, Poland, Russia,
Spain, the Republic of South Africa, Taiwan, Turkey and the USA.
Telit provides global support to its international customers covering substantially all of the M2M market
verticals. Its vast experience doing business across the globe has helped Telit establish strong channels and
excellent access to key suppliers, customers and distributors in all major world markets. Telit's diverse
worldwide customer base includes cellular operators and cellular distributors, as well as designers,
manufacturers and system integrators of M2M module-based applications.

* Glossary of Terms
CAN Bus

= Controller Area Network Bus

MVNO

= Mobile Virtual Network Operator

GLONASS

= Global Navigation Satellite System

R&D

= Research & Development

GNSS

= Global Navigation Satellite System

RF

= Radio Frequency

GPS

= Global Positioning System

SIM

= Subscriber Identity Module

M2M

= Machine-to-Machine

SMS

= Short Message Service

MNO

= Mobile Network Operator

VAS

= Value-Added Service

To contact Telit please use this e-mail: wireless.solutions@telit.com

